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Mission

E16 Community Land Trust has a vision to realise a 
regeneration in Custom House that works for everyone, 
as well as to provide truly affordable housing for our 
community, now and in the future. We want to work with 
the Council to achieve the Mayor’s pledge to support the 
establishment of a CLT in the borough and become the 
first CLT in Newham. We have been born from the work of 
hundreds of local residents in Custom House who joined 
together through the People’s Empowerment Alliance 
for Custom House (PEACH) to produce the Alternative 
Regeneration Plan, a community-led vision for the 
regeneration of our neighbourhood.

Achievements

Since we incorporated in 2018, E16 CLT have been on a 
journey firstly to build our skills and capacity to deliver 
CLT homes and secondly to raise the funds and bringing 
in the expertise necessary to create the plans to show it is 
possible. 

As a group we have reached out widely in the CLT and 
community-led housing network, establishing excellent 
relationships with organisations like National CLT Network 
and Community-Led Housing London who provide 
guidance and support. We have also made connections 
with a wide range of community-led housing schemes and 
been on site visits around the UK and Europe including 
Granby 4 Streets in Liverpool, Brighton CLT, Leathermarket 
CBS in Southwark and a range of schemes in the thriving 
housing co-operative scene of Zurich. Closer to home we 
have also identified the support we have needed with 

E16 Community Land Trust | E16 CLT’s mission and achievements to date

developing plans to deliver and manage homes and 
built relationships with experienced CLT’s and housing 
organisations like London CLT, CDS Co-operatives and local 
housing co-ops such as Dennis Housing Co-op in Poplar. 

As a start-up organisation with a big vision the biggest 
challenge has to prove we can deliver what we say we can. 
Since our inception we have raised over £50,000, from a 
number of sources as well as securing pro-bono advice 
and support from across the sector. The Community 
Housing Fund, awarded us a grant of £30,000 in summer 
2019 towards an initial feasibility study, a great reflection 
of the potential they saw in our project. Since then 
members of E16 wrote a brief, tendered for an architect-
led team, interviewed and recruited awarding Citizens 
Design Bureau the opportunity to develop this feasibility 
study. This has been a success and we expect to be bidding 
for our next major tranche of Community Housing Fund 
money before the end of 2020.

E16 Community Land Trust
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What is the purpose of this document?

This document presents the comprehensive proposals of 
E16 Community Land Trust (E16 CLT) and partners to the 
London Borough of Newham for the delivery of around 
45 CLT homes that are 100% genuinely affordable in 
perpetuity and deliverable across two sites in the Custom 
House regeneration area. 

Who is making the proposals?

The proposals are put forward by E16 CLT with the 
backing of the recently formed CLT Alliance comprising 
partners London Community Land Trust, The People’s 
Empowerment Alliance for Custom House (PEACH) and 
Newham Citizens, part of TELCO Citizens. This document 
is put forward in fulfilment of the initial requirements of 
the CLT Alliance set out in the emerging Memorandum 
of Understanding with LB Newham for the realisation of 
Community Land Trust homes in the borough. 

The proposals directly respond to PEACH’s Alternative 
Regeneration Plan and local mandate for perpetually 
affordable community-led housing in the regeneration 
area, and to the Mayor of Newham’s pledge to support 
Community Land Trust homes in the borough. The 
preparation of the site feasibility, financial viability and 
business case proposals have benefitted from the funding 
and expert support of the Mayor of London’s Community 
Led Housing London hub and advice from igloo 
Regeneration, London CLT and other supportive actors in 
the residential development sector.

Executive summary 

What housing offer is proposed?

Initial site due diligence, architectural capacity and 
detailed financial modelling demonstrate the viability, 
land value and grant funding requirements for 100% 
affordable proposals to be delivered by E16 CLT with the 
ongoing support of the CLT Alliance, expert development 
management capacity, and funding and advisory support 
from CLH London and the GLA Community Housing Fund.

The proposals provide concrete solutions for:

(1) The relocation of existing homeowners within the 
regeneration area with an ownership product that is 
affordable in perpetuity, initially based on local equity 
values;
(2) The inclusion of social rented homes for eligible 
displaced households, responding to both the council 
and CLT’s strategic aim to maximise social rented housing 
across the area, and;
(3) The possible provision of an affordable ownership 
in perpetuity product based on median incomes in 
Newham aimed at first time buyers, as an alternative to (1) 
above.

These initial proposals are seen as the first two projects 
in a CLT pipeline for Newham, with progress on these 
and further opportunities to be structured by the 
emerging MoU between the council and CLT Alliance. The 
architectural feasibility demonstrates the opportunity for 
high quality, sustainable, family-orientated schemes of:

• 22 dwellings on the Vandome Close garage site 
(part of the Early Site) and 
• 23 dwellings plus a multi-purpose replacement 
community space at the Shed 22 site on Coolfin Road. 

E16 CLT members

PEACH workshop - Community wealth building
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What is the financial viability position and preferred 
affordability mix?

Detailed financial modelling by development consultants 
Pointe Michel Ltd has tested and determined a viable tenure 
mix, grant requirement, partner surplus and residual land 
value for a ‘policy baseline’ (‘red book’ equivalent) scenario 
and three options.

The table below summarises the key indicators: Option 2a 
for 100% median income ownership in perpetuity requires 
additional grant above precedent levels and nil land 
value to be viable, and falls short of E16 CLT’s objective to 
include low cost rented housing. Option 3 is an exercise to 
determine the grant level required for a 100% social rented 
approach on the two sites. Whilst as a standalone project, 
the viability of this is challening, this option is a basis for 
discussion with LB Newham on social rent provision across 
the regeneration site as a whole and looks at whether the 
CLT could provide a very significant affordable offer as a 
proportion of the whole.

We expect that Option 2b (shown in the table on the 
following page) shall be the preferred option: a mixed 
scheme of social rented and affordable ownership 
homes in perpetuity priced for displaced leaseholders 
but also attractive to first time buyers. Subject to 
further design, cost and financial viability work, we 
expect this mixed approach to be viable with precedent 
grant levels from the GLA’s Community Housing Fund 
enabled by nil land value across both sites. 
  
Perpetual affordability is a key tenet of the proposals: the 
exemption from Right to Buy/Acquire for Community 
Land Trusts shall ensure the social rented housing remains

for those in acute housing need long into the future, and
the CLT is proposing resale price controls on affordable 
ownership homes to ensure these remain outside the 
open market. 

What is E16 CLT’s proposed operating model? 

E16 CLT’s operating model is informed by a detailed SWOT 
analysis, consideration of development and operating 
options and engagement with partners. It centres on the 
CLT’s objective to operate and steward both genuinely 
affordable sale and low cost rented housing for Custom 
House people in perpetuity, whilst recognising and 
mitigating its inexperience in development and housing 
management through partnership working. The CLT is 
progressing with preparations to register as an RP and 
expects to become registered by 2022, in advance of 
completion and first occupation of CLT homes

Who shall develop the homes?

For the initial projects the CLT shall work with an 
experienced development partner or development 
manager responsible for delivery of the scheme, in the first 
instance the garage plot and adjacent disused terraced 
housing element of the Vandome Close Early Site. The CLT 
and advisors are exploring joint ventures, development 
agreements and partnerships to determine the optimum 
structure for the involvement of development expertise 
and capacity, and looking at where these options have 
worked successfully in the past. Specialist CLT advice shall 
be provided by London CLT through the CLT Alliance and 
community partnerships will continue with PEACH and 
Newham Citizens to engage local people and maximise 
the socio-economic impacts of the process and outcome. 

Executive summary 

E16 CLT research visit to Brighton CLT

PEACH alternative regeneration plan workshop
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How will the projects boost LB Newham’s regeneration 
programme?

Rapid delivery of the Vandome Close scheme, making 
use of the GLA’s Community Housing Fund for revenue 
and capital grant, will permit the rehousing of existing 
homeowners and renters, helping to unlock Newham’s 
later phases. It will also build much-needed trust and 
confidence between community and council, placing later, 
larger stages of the regeneration programme on solid 
footings. The Coolfin Road site shall follow on, coordinated 
with its wider phase – there is the opportunity to take both 
sites to planning simultaneously to drive value-for-money 
in the pre-development process, though we recognise 
that detailed discussions and site release should take 
place on Vandome in priority. Housing management shall 
in the medium term be carried out by an experienced, 

compatible partner and discussions have begun with Co-
op Homes and CDS Co-operatives, both of which provide 
property management services to the third sector. 

What are the key benefits for community wealth 
building and added value?

The key areas of value added and community wealth 
building that E16 CLT and partners will deliver are:
(1)  Additionality – more of the right kind of homes to 
meet specific local housing need/appetite and therefore 
help unlock the regeneration phases 
(2) Genuine affordability in perpetuity – innovative 
pricing and tenures, secured in perpetuity, both for 
ownership and rent, including CLT exemption from Right 
to Buy/Acquire
(3) Socio-economic impact and wellbeing – deep 

Executive summary 

Source: Capital Economics

community involvement generating trust, satisfaction, 
health and community resilience outcomes, evidenced by 
studies of community-led housing elsewhere

What has this process concluded?

The exercise described in this document has shown that a 
significant tranche of CLT homes is viable and deliverable 
in Custom House and can meet Newham’s strategic 
objectives for relocating homeowners and renters, and 
achieve the CLT ambition of housing by the community, 
for the community, at genuinely affordable prices in 
perpetuity. It will realise the Mayor’s Community Land Trust 
pledge, generating real community wealth and helping 
to take the regeneration programme forwards with local 
support and buy-in.

How does the CLT Alliance propose to work with 
Newham?

With this study concluded and a thorough business case 
developed over the following pages, E16 CLT, Newham 
Citizens, PEACH and London CLT expect to move confidently 
forwards with LB Newham to realise the potential for 
Community Land Trust homes in the borough. As the draft 
MoU sets out, this will necessitate a spirit of trust, mutual 
respect, collaboration and dedicated officer resource from 
Newham. Crucially, energetic and prompt progress must 
be made to deploy the GLA’s Community Housing Fund in 
Newham. The Alliance stands ready to agree a programme 
and move forwards. 

Option Capacity Mix Grant requirement Partner surplus

Baseline Vandome Close 
22 units
Coolfin Road 
23 units plus re-
provided community 
space

Policy baseline: 23 market sale, 11 
shared ownership and 11 social 
rent

GLA Affordable Homes Programme 
tariff rate total £1.4m

20% on market 
sale 10% on 
affordable

2a 100% Affordable ownership in 
perpetuity, priced for local median 
incomes

GLA Community Housing Fund 
precedent grant rate, total £2.34m

10%

2b 38 Affordable ownership in 
perpetuity priced for existing local 
leaseholders and 7 social rent

GLA Community Housing Fund 
precedent grant rate

10%

3 100% Social rent in perpetuity Total £7.56m grant required
(average £168,036 /unit)

10%
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | The homes we want to build

We are proposing a mix of two tenures that meet the 
needs of people in the E16 regeneration area, as well as 
more widely in the borough.

Tenures for 
our 
Community : 
The feasibility 
study explores 
different 
permutations of 
these 3 tenure 
types

1. Social rent in perpetuity (SR) - on the same basis as secure
Council tenants but without the Right to Buy.
2. Affordable ownership in perpetuity, priced for local median
incomes (CLT FE)  - A leasehold ownership tenure intended for
first time buyers where sales pricing is determined by being
affordable for the median income of residents in Newham, varied
by a dwelling size factor. We estimate that this would be priced at
approx. 49% of new-build open market value locally.
3. Affordable ownership in perpetuity, priced for existing local
leaseholders  (Leaseholder FE) - a home initially sold at 58% of
the market price, making them affordable to existing leaseholders
in the regeneration area.
Our social rent homes will always stay as social rent properties and 
will not be lost through right to buy.

Affordability in 
Perpetuity

Our affordable ownership homes will also be protected and 
removed from market speculation. The future value of these 
homes will rise in line with inflation and not with the market value 
of property. Residents wishing to sell up will agree to sell back to 
the CLT or to a CLT approved buyer and will not be able to sell on 
the open market.

Appropriately 
Sized Homes

We have emphasised the need for family sized homes and have 
comfortably met Newham’s targets for provided homes for 
families rather than fitting in more 1 or 2 bed homes.
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Executive summary 

The next steps to take together Timeline to achieve 
programme

1. Newham to consider these proposals and provide detailed feedback, in line with the intent of 
the draft MoU.

MoU to be signed November 
2020. Detailed feedback 
required by December 2020.

2. The CLT Alliance to support Newham with internal governance and decision-making to release 
the sites and identify and secure funding, including the process for demonstrating benefits in 
exchange of ‘best consideration’.

By  the end of 2020.

3. The CLT Alliance and Newham to co-produce a Heads of Terms for CLT delivery on the sites, 
building on the suggested HoTs in this document.

January 2021.

4. CLT Alliance, the Project Team and Newham to investigate opportunities to further refine 
the proposals, including partner profit/surplus expectations, integration with the masterplan 
and opportunities to improve viability through arrangement efficiency and community space 
funding.

December 2020 – January 2021.

5. All parties to agree timescales and processes for rapid delivery of the Vandome Close Early Site 
opportunity.

January 2021.

E16 CLT members at PEACH workshop

Jimmy, Tony and Casey
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Newham Council’s regeneration programme for Custom 
House is a long-term plan to revitalise the physical and 
economic fabric of the area with new housing, public 
space, community and commercial functions. The 
programme capitalises on the forthcoming Elizabeth Line 
station opening at Custom House. Current proposals show 
the regeneration initiative taking place across a number 
of area-specific phases. The redevelopment of the main 
phases shall be unlocked by the provision of new homes 
on Early Sites such as the area north of Vandome Close, 
allowing existing residents to find new homes by vacating 
buildings due for redevelopment.

The ability of the Early Sites to attract existing residents to 
relocate is understood to be a critical factor in unlocking 
the main phases in a timely way. The Early Sites must 
provide an attractive housing offer, especially to existing 
homeowners within the regeneration area. E16 CLT have 
carried out extensive discussions both with existing 
homeowners and tenants. We understand that the council 
is finding it challenging to identify an attractive solution 
for existing homeowners who wish to remain in the area, 
as many do. 

Existing homeowners and tenants have the opportunity 
to pass judgement on the regeneration plans by voting in 
the forthcoming resident ballot. PEACH and E16 CLT are 
clear that a Community Land Trust is an important means 
by which local residents will take reassurance that the 
regeneration will benefit them and their community.

E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Regeneration programme context

Custom House Regeneration scheme

Vandome
Close

Coolfin 
Road
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E16 CLT business case & housing offer | Understanding local housing needs and aspirations

Mabel Amponsah
Getting a social rented home with E16 CLT would mean 
stability for a family like ours and mean we can stay 
and contribute to the area and our community. Having 
affordable rent would leave me with money to do other 
things, and break out of the cycle of debts that many of us 
in private rented accommodation have had to get into, to 
keep up with expensive rent payments.

Terrence Regan 
I live in a Council property in the regeneration area.  I’ve 
been in this community for 50 years and I grew up here. 
It would mean a great deal to me to be able to keep the 
heart of Custom House together and I see the CLT as part 
of building that future

Eeswari Sabanathan
Having an affordable rent is of paramount importance for 
local businesses to thrive in the area and provide a service 
to the community with competitive prices.

Gemma Kervaon Taylor
I’m a leaseholder in the regeneration area who wants to 
stay in the community, I am born and bred in Newham. 
But with the money I have got in compensation for my 
property I could never afford a new-build property in the 
regeneration. A CLT home would be affordable for me 
however and mean people in my position could stay in the 
community we love

PEACH have worked closely over many 
years to represent the housing and other 
concerns of Custom House residents, 
seeking positive change by and for local 
people. Resident empowerment is a 
strong theme of PEACH’s work – residents 
feel alienated by years of broken promises, 
delays  and decisions which have not 
benefitted them. There is a groundswell of 
energy to take positive community action 
to create genuinely affordable new homes 
in perpetuity for local people: housing by 
the community, for the community. E16 
CLT was established in order to achieve this 
vision. The Community Land Trust model 
enables residents, working together with 
professional support, to ‘be their own 
landlord’ and ‘be their own lessor’ through 
the vehicle of the CLT. 

There is huge unmet demand across 
Newham for secure, low cost rented 
housing at social rent levels. We understand 
Newham Council are seeking to provide 
the maximum proportion of social rented 
housing that is financially viable, across 
the regeneration scheme. E16 CLT and 
partners appreciate the challenges of 
this and support the council’s efforts to 
maximise affordability for local people. 

Our long-standing engagement with 
existing homeowners reveals some of 
their key concerns. Homeowners who 
wish to stay in the area want to do so on 

an ownership basis: the addition of rent 
through shared ownership and similar 
products is understandably unattractive to 
people who may have been leaseholders 
for many years. Equally, the offer of 
new homes at a much-increased value 
against their existing home means many 
cannot afford the new homes offered 
in regeneration schemes or choose not 
to take on greatly increased debt by 
extending mortgages. This is particularly 
problematic for older homeowners. 
Clearly a solution is needed which allows 
homeowners to purchase a new home 
within the area, a home that is affordable 
based on the value of their existing home, 
and remains equally affordable for the 
next buyer, so that discounts against open 
market values are protected in perpetuity. 
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Architectural feasibility studies | Financial appraisal and brief overview

The architectural feasibility study should assess the 
capacity, urban massing, housing mix and key design and 
compliance/statutory constraints and considerations of a 
Community Land Trust Housing scheme on both identified 
sites: Vandome Close and Coolfin Road. This study is based 
on the context given to E16CLT in the original brief.

Context

The regen process is on a tight timeline, working towards 
a public ballot in October./November. The aim of this 
study is to demonstrate feasibility and to provide the 
groundwork to embed the concept of a CLT within the 
wider regeneration strategy. In particular, that these 
proposals would form part of the public ballot in some 
form. 

Aims for the Regeneration (drawn from PEACH alternative 
regeneration plan) : 

Aim 1: Regeneration should… Address Custom House and 
Newham’s problems: provide decent employment, secure 
affordable housing and improve safety and health 
Aim 2: Regeneration should… Make Custom House function 
as a neigbourhood before, during, and after regeneration 
Aim 3: Regeneration should… Work financially in the long-
term for the council and community. 

Aim 4: Directly improve the lives of current local residents.

Principles for the regeneration 

1. Custom House is ‘Our House’
The community should have real control over the 
regeneration; we need a concrete agreement about how 
this can happen in advance of major decisions. 
2. Genuine Affordability
The majority of housing, shops and services should be 
genuinely affordable to local people. This means being 
linked to local wages/income not to market price 
3. Spread the Love (and the Money)
The benefits of regeneration should be spread over our 
whole neighbourhood, not limited to demolition areas. 
4. Take Care of What’s Already There
Custom House is not a blank canvas - support and improve 
what is already used, rather than wiping everything away 
and starting again.
5. Protect and Grow our Community
In Custom House we look after each other: the social/
economic value of our support networks should be 
recognised. Our new neighbourhoods must be designed 
to preserve our community and welcome new members. 
Re-housing away from the borough should be avoided.
6. Long-term Investment
Regeneration should bring long-term financial benefit to 

future generations of Custom House and the Council. Keep 
our assets and build a stable new economy based on local 
skills with decent wages and opportunities.

Identified needs

1. The displacement of existing residents as a result of 
the Custom House regeneration. There is a particular threat 
of displacement for leaseholders who may not be able to 
afford to stay in the area with their compensation, as well 
as temporary tenants and private renters on the estate who 
do not have rights to be rehoused under the Residents 
Charter. While secure Council tenants are guaranteed to be 
rehoused by Newham, the turnover of stock is slow and as 
such there is not much housing available in Custom House.
2. Lack of affordable housing, leaving many people 
living in poverty or in overcrowded and insecure housing 
conditions.
3. Lack of family housing, with families overcrowded. This 
is exacerbated by the high percentage of 1 and 2 bedroom 
properties being build by developers in earlier phases of 
the regeneration scheme.
4. Disempowerment of local residents as a result of the 
regeneration process (lack of participation/co-production)
Site expectations 

Option number Option name Tenure Mix Grant Average/unit Land Value Profit/Surplus Headlines

Option 2B

Preferred

Units: 45

Affordable 
ownership in 
perpetuity, priced 
for existing local 
leaseholders  & 
30% social rent in 
perpetuity

Coolfin Road Vandome Close GLA Grant (Community Housing Fund): Blended £35,791 10% on GDV £1,238,754 Mixed scheme of 
leaseholder fixed equity 
for displaced leaseholders 
and social rented homes is 
viable with precedent grant 
levels and nil land value.

22 local 
leaseholder 
affordable 
ownership

16 local 
leaseholder 
affordable 
ownership,
7 social rent

Coolfin £1,144,000 Coolfin -£177,777 10% on GDV £636,000

Vandome £1,532,000 Vandome £213,568 10% on GDV £583,988

Total £2,676,000 £59,466

Financial appraisal
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Architectural feasibility studies | The sites

Vandome Close

Coolfin Road

Coolfin Road Vandome Close

Both sites have been identified by Newham as appropriate for development through the 
wider Custom House regeneration scheme.

Both sites have been considered as part of this feasibility study for the following reasons:

1. Vandome is part of phase 1 whilst Coolfin is identified as part of phase 2. This potentially 
allows a continuity of Community led development at all stages of the regen programme.

2. Alternatively developed together or at least put through planning at the same time, 
there may be economies of scale.

3. Both sites have the potential to demonstrate slightly different approaches and are 
conducive to a slightly different housing mix respectively. For a feasibility study, therefore 
they exemplify the key issues that a community led housing scheme must address. 

4. Both sites do not have existing residents on them and as such, can be brought forward 
quickly without the need to decant people.
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Coolfin Road feasibility study | Proposed - birds-eye view
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Coolfin Road feasibility study | Proposed - layout plans

First floor

Second floor

Third floor

Ground floor
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Coolfin Road feasibility study | Proposed - sectional perspective

Split level allows habitable 
room above flood datum

Natural threshold between 
public and private space

Communal garden
vs gated podium

Generous 
balconies
to even the 
smallest 
units

Roof terrace with 
clothes drying space
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Site area (hectares) 0.12

Ptal rating 3 to 4* *Custom House regen. scheme assumes Ptal 3 to 4 for phase 1 and 2 to 3 for phase 2

Gross External Area 2800 sqm

No. of units Units/ha Typical GIA Min reqd GIA Habitable rooms hr/ha Ave hr/unit % of total units

4B6p 6 108 107 30 27%

4B6p accessible 2 115 99 +~10%* 10 9%

3B5P 2 96 96 8 9%

2B4p 6 70 70 18 27%

1B2p 6 50 50 12 27%

Total 22 183 1790 78 650 4 100%

Cores 216

External deck access 65

Community 90

Admin/ancillary 45

Shared stores 48

Bin store 25

Bike/garden tools store 14

Plant 31

Total 534

Combined total GIA 2324

Private gardens 6 130

Shared garden 1 375

Combined total external landscape 505

Coolfin Road feasibility study | Area schedule

* Alternative option shows a more market standard housing mix for purposes of financial modelling                
* Accessible unit sizes are not given minimum areas but depend on demonstrating accessible layout and are normally in the region of 10% bigger than standard
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* Alternative option shows a more market standard housing mix for purposes of financial modelling                
* Accessible unit sizes are not given minimum areas but depend on demonstrating accessible layout and are normally in the region of 10% bigger than standard

Coolfin Road feasibility study | Construction cost breakdown

Works Cost £/sqm GIA

Demolitions/Enabling Works £50,000.00

Total Demolition Works Estimate £50,000.00

Residential build cost £4,141,800.00 £1,950.00

Store incl.

Bin store incl.

Bike store incl.

Plant space & cores incl.

Community and admin space £102,400.00 £800.00

Total building works estimate £4,244,200.00

Private Gardens £16,900.00

Shared garden £174,375.00

Deck access £120,000.00

Connecting to incoming services £54,000.00

Total external works £365,275.00

Total project works estimate £4,659,475.00

Main Contractor Prelims @ 15% £698,921.25

D&B Risk @ 2% £93,189.50

OH&P @ 7% £326,163.25

Tender Price inflation/deflation Excluded

Cost limit (current day 3Q 2020) £5,777,749.00 £2,493.63

Type Area (sqm)

Residential 1790

Cores 216

External deck access 65

Store 48

Bin Store 25

Bike Store 14

Plant Space 31

Subtotal 2189

Community and admin space 128

Total GIA 2317

Unit Mix No. of units

4B6p 6

4B6p accessible 2

3B5p 2

2B4p 6

1B2p 6

Total 22

Area schedule summaryConstruction cost breakdown

Unit mix summary
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Vandome Close feasibility study | Proposed - birds-eye view
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Vandome Close feasibility study | Proposed - layout plans

First floor

Second floor

Third floor

Ground floor

Fourth floor

Fifth floor
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Vandome Close feasibility study | Proposed - street view
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Vandome Close feasibility study | Area schedule

No. of units Units/ha Typical GIA Min  required GIA Habitable rooms hr/ha Ave hr/unit % of total

4B5p 8 108 106 40 35%

3B4p (maisonette) 2 88 87 8 9%

2B4p 2 70 70 6 9%

1B2p 6 50 50 12 26%

2B4p accessible 5 86 80 15 22%

Total 23 209 1910 81 736 4 100%

of which family sized 43%

Core

Cafe/retail

Bins/bikes

Plant

Total

128

55

20

12

215

Combined total GIA                                                                                                                 2125

Private gardens 11 356

Combined total external landscape                                                                                 356

Ground

First

Second

Third

Fourth

Fifth 2B4p Acc 1B2p

2B4p Acc 1B2p

2B4p Acc 1B2p

2B4p Acc 1B2p

2B4p Acc 1B2p

Commercial 1B2p 4B5p 4B5p 4B5p 4B5p 4B5p 4B5p 4B5p 4B5p

2B4p

2B4p

3B5p 3B5p

End block with lift core 3 storey townhouses
End block with maisonettes 

and flats above. NO LIFT 
required up to 3rd floor*

*  There is no statutory requirement to build a lift in developments up to 3 storeys. We 
have compensated by over-pr
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Vandome Close feasibility study | Construction cost breakdown

Works Cost £/sqm GIA

Demolitions/Enabling Works £70,000.00

Total Demolition Works Estimate £70,000.00

Residential build cost £4,037,500.00 £1,900.00

Store incl.

Bin store incl.

Bike store incl.

Plant Space & Cores incl.

Café (shell & core) £44,000.00 £800.00

Total building works estimate £4,081,500.00

Private Gardens £163,048.00

Connecting to incoming services £51,000.00

Total external works £214,048.00

Total project works estimate £4,365,548.00

Main Contractor Prelims @ 15% £654,832.20

D&B Risk @ 2% £87,310.96

OH&P @ 7% £305,588.36

Tender Price inflation/deflation Excluded

Cost limit (current day 3Q 2020) £5,413,279.52 £2,483.16

Type Area (sqm)

Residential 1930

Store 15

Bin Store 20

Bike Store 20

Plant Space and Cores 140

Subtotal 2125

Café (shell and core) 55

Total GIA 2180

Unit Mix No. of units

4B5p 8

3B4p (maisonette) 2

2B4p 3

1B2p 5

2B4p acc 5

Total 23

Area schedule summaryConstruction cost breakdown

Unit mix summary


